Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 28

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. to have a negative opinion of
3. to tell or allow to leave
9. opposite of capable
10. to spell incorrectly
11. find
12. The ___ route was longer but more scenic.
14. opposite of identical
16. opposite of sturdy
17. error
19. unable to be seen
22. lost
24. opposite of familiar
25. opposite of encourage
26. an event that causes great harm
27. untruthful

Down
1. to express an opposing point of view
4. to lead in the wrong direction
5. opposite of neatness
6. opposite of lucky
7. opposite of finished
8. casual
10. to treat unkindly or unfairly
13. not needed
15. foolish
17. accident
18. not level, smooth, or straight
20. opposite of earnest
21. having little confidence
23. shame
24. messy
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